2. N/A
3. A. 26/0129Z
4. CLEAR

T. FLIGHT LEVEL 410 LAT/LONG 4852N 9140.9W
E. N/A
F. LARGE BRIGHT OBJECT, CLOSE AND ABOVE AIRCRAFT
G. N/A
H. N/A
3. A. 26/0125Z
4. CLEAR
G. 2
T. 25 MILES S.E. WINNIPEG
E. N/A
F. REDDISH FLARE, THEN EXPLOSION, THE ANOTHER REDDISH FLARE
G. N/A
H. N/A

4. ALL THREE REPORTS WERE RELATED BY 2
OF WINNIPEG AREA CONTROL CENTER. 2

#0001
JAT005 DELIVERED 2990332 115606

265
UNCLASSIFIED

FOR REESZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 28013202
B. CLEAR
C. 2
D. IN THE FOREST LESS THAN A MILE FROM HER HOUSE
E. NONE
F. LOOKED LIKE A HUGE MUSSELM COLOURED WHITE LIKE A WHITE SPOT.
MOVEMENT WAS LEFT TO RIGHT AND TURNING ON ITSELF
G. NOT REPORTED
H. POLICE HAVE BEEN ADVISED. SUBJECT REPORTED SEEING A PLACE IN THE
FOREST THAT WAS BURNED AND DAMP
I. REPORT RELAYED THROUGH MONTREAL ACC INITIALS 2

#0025

JA5028 DELIVERED 3022352 316115
No further action (replaced original with photocopy).

D. Bates
LCdr
SO / CDS
13/1/88

14 July 88
MEMORANDUM

DND Inq

REPORTS ON UFO
1-30 APR 87

Reps: A. DND Inq Control No. 87/10141
B. UFO Reports Month of Apr 87 (enclosed)

1. The enclosed UFO report copies received by NDHQ/NDOC from 1-30 Apr 87, and as requested at ref A, may be released IAW Access to Information Act. No information request was received by this Headquarters for the month of Feb 87.

2. It should be noted that the Department of National Defence only monitors reports of Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) sightings and has not compiled records on them since the early 1950s. For your information, the contact at the National Research Council, the Government Agency responsible for reports on UFOs, is:

   Director Planetary Sciences
   National Research Council
   Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0R6

3. Also, the Public Archives Canada holds any existing records of documents on UFOs sightings which are more than one year old. The contact at Public Archives Canada is:

   Ms Barbara Wilson
   Public Archives Canada
   295 Wellington Street
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0N3

C.R. Wellwood
Col
DMOC
992-4248

Enclosure: 1
G. Coutu Maj/DMOC 3-4/992-6698/sp
DMOC ORIG CIRC FILE DMOC(CIRC)(less enclosure)
MEMORANDUM

DND Inq

ACCESS TO INFORMATION REQUEST

Refs: A. DND Inq Control No. 87/10105A 22 Apr 87
B. Telecon Maj Cyr (DAOT 4-4)/Maj Beaudry (DND Inq 3-3)

1. We were requested in Ref A to provide pilot SOPs on reporting UFO's along with our recommendation under the Access to Information Act (AIA). The only relative SOP for CF pilots is GPH 204, Article 31, CIRVIS Reports - Vital Intelligence Sightings. A copy of this Article has been passed to 2 by DARTS. We recommend this be released under the AIA.

2. There are also relative regulations in the Coast Guard regulations as well as in the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP). The relative chapters were also provided to you by DARTS. We can make recommendation on the release of these documents.

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
COLONEL V. R. MILLER
V.R. Miller
Col
DAOT
2-5214

R.A. Cyr, Maj, DAOT 4-4, 996-54 /lw —-

COPYES FOR: ORIG
CIRC
DAOT CIRC
FILE
MEMORANDUM

22 Apr 87

DND Inq

REPORTS ON UFO
1-31 Mar 87

Refs:  A.  DND Inq Control No. 87/10104 15 Apr 87
      B.  UFO Reports 2 and 10 Mar 87 (enclosed)

1.  The enclosed UFO report copies received by NDHQ/NDOC
    from 1-31 Mar 87, and as requested at ref A, may be released
    IAW Access to Information Act.

2.  It should be noted that the Department of National
    Defence only monitors reports of Unidentified Flying Objects
    (UFOs) sightings and has not compiled records on them since
    the early 1950s.  For your information, the contact at the
    National Research Council, the Government Agency responsible
    for the reports on UFOs, is:

    Director Planetary Sciences
    National Research Council
    Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
    Ottawa, Canada
    K1A 0R6

3.  Also, the Public Archives Canada holds any existing
    records of documents on UFOs sightings which are more than
    one year old. The contact at Public Archives Canada is:

    Ms Barbara Wilson
    Public Archives Canada
    295 Wellington Street
    Ottawa, Canada
    K1A 0N3

C.R. Wellwood
Col
DMOC
992-4248

Enclosure:  1

A.G. Coutu Maj/DMOC 3-4/992-6698/sp
DMOC ORIG CIRC FILE DMOC(CIRC)
D. AT ADDRESS ABOVE
F. WIFE AND CHILD OF OBSERVER
F. A BRIGHT ORANGE FLAMELIKE BALL AT AN ELEVATION OF APPROX 50 DEGREES WAS OBSERVED. IT MOVED ABOUT 30 DEGREES APARENTLY FROM NORTHEAST TO NORTH OVER A PERIOD OF ABOUT FIVE MINUTES. DURING THAT TIME IT
DROPPED SMALL, ORANGE, FLAMELIKE BALLS EVERY 30 SECONDS. THESE EXPIRED VERY SOON AFTER BEING DROPPED. NO SOUND WAS HEARD.

9. FIVE MINUTES

F. (1) OBSERVER SERVED THREE YEARS AS RADAR OPERATOR IN RCAF AND WORKED 15 YEARS FOR CP AIR

(2) HIS MOTHER CLAIMS TO HAVE SEEN A VERY SIMILAR PHENOMENON FROM CHILLIWACK IN THE SAME AREA SOME TWO WEEKS AGO

BT

JAT512 DELIVERED 2612342 925621
PR:ORITY

AAUZTAY RCWPGV0068 0692111-UUUU—RCCPJSA.
NR UUUU ZYA
AAUZTUY RCWPGV0068 0692111-UUUU—RCCPJSA RCCPIRA.
NR UUUU
182050Z MAR 67
M BCC EDMONTON
O RCCPJSA/NDOC OTTAWA —
NFO RCCPIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR HERZBERG
INSTITUTE OF ASTRO PHYSICS
T
NCALS OPS 125
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. MARCH 10 0430Z
B. CLEAR
C.
D. OUTSIDE BY RESILIENCE
E. DAUGHTER II
HUSBAND II
F. ONE ELONGATED RIBBED TUBULAR SHAPE, WHITE IN COLOR, NO LIGHTS,
HIGH IN SKY, MOVED RAPIDLY FROM NW TO SSE. DISAPPEARED
IN HAZE OVER EDMONTON
G. APPROX 2 MINUTES
H. ABOVE INFO RECEIVED AT 101700Z MAR
PT
#0068
JAF116 DELIVERED 2692137 496196
MEMORANDUM

1810-2 (DMOC)

21 Apr 87

DND Inq

CHECK-LIST OF UFO SIGHTINGS
AND OTHER RECORDS

Refs:  
A. DND Inq Control No. 87/10105 14 Apr 87
B. UFO Report Check-list (enclosed)
C. Message reporting a UFO sighting (enclosed)

1. Enclosed are photocopies of a UFO report check-list used by NDOC and a priority message reporting a UFO sighting.

2. NDOC does not hold or is not aware of any list of points of origin for UFO reports other than what is indicated in CFAO 71-1; that is, all military personnel shall report any unusual atmospheric observations. For your other two requests, you may refer your queries to CIS for the CIRVIS and DAOT for military pilot SOPs on reporting UFOs.

C.R. Wellwood
Col
DMOC
992-4248

Enclosures: 2

D.A. Henderson
Cdr
DMOC 3

G. Coutu Maj/DMOC 3-4/992-6698/sp
DMOC ORIG CIRC FILE DMOC(CIRC)
MEMORANDUM

1810-2 (DMOC)

Feb 87

DND Inq

REPORTS ON UFO

Refs:  
A.  DND Ing Control No. 8710047  5 Feb 87
B.  UFO Reports 7-30 Jan 87 (enclosed)

1.  The enclosed UFO report copies received by NDHQ/NDOC from 1-31 Jan 87, and as requested at ref A, may be released IAW Access to Information Act.

2.  It should be noted that the Department of National Defence only monitors reports of Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) sightings and has not compiled records on them since the early 1950s. For your information, the contact at the National Research Council, the Government Agency responsible for reports on UFOs, is:

   Director of Planetary Sciences
   National Research Council
   Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0R6

3.  Also, the Public Archives Canada holds any existing records of documents on UFOs sightings which are more than one year old. The contact at Public Archives Canada is:

   Ms Barbara Wilson
   Public Archives Canada
   295 Wellington Street
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0N3

Enclosure: 1  (5 pages enclosed)

C. Coutu Maj/DMOC 3-4/992-6698/sp
DMOC ORIG CIRC FILE DMOC(CIRC)

Henderson
Cdr
DMOC 3
MEMORANDUM

Sep 86

Distribution List

REPORTS ON UFO
1 JUL - 31 AUG 86

Refs: A. DND Inq Control No. 8610174 9 Sep 86
B. DG Exec Sec No. 86-10174 5 Sep 86
C. UFO Reports 19 Jul - 26 Aug 86 (enclosed)

1. The enclosed UFO report copies received by NDHQ/NDOC from 1 Jul - 31 Aug 86, and as requested at refs A and B, may be released IAW Access to Information Act.

2. It should be noted that the Department of National Defence only monitors reports of Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) sightings and has not compiled records on them since the early 1950s. For your information, the contact at the National Research Council, the Government Agency responsible for reports on UFOs, is:

   Director of Planetary Sciences
   National Research Council
   Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0R6

3. Also, the Public Archives Canada holds any existing records of documents on UFOs sightings which are more than one year old. The contact at Public Archives Canada is:

   Ms Barbara Wilson
   Public Archives Canada
   395 Wellington Street
   Ottawa, Canada
   K1A 0N3

Enclosures: 1

DISTRIBUTION LIST (page 2)
ON WAY HOME FROM DUTY, EXACT LOCATION NOT PASSED
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN
WHITE IN COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS
ON WAY HOME FROM DUTY, EXACT LOCATION NOT PASSED

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

WHITE IN COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS
SAME AS G. ABOVE

UNKNOW

2 SECONDS

NONE

APPEARED AT 013 DEGREE MAGNETIC FROM RAY RIVER. FIRST SAW OBJECT 90 DEGREE ABOVE HORIZON. LOST OBJECT 10 DEGREE ABOVE HORIZON

INFORMATION PASSED TO CDN NORAD THRU EDMONTON AMIS.
PRIORITY

FAAUYUV RCEVHMAP052 2091900-3UWU--RCCPJS?
2NR UUWU
FR 251A007 JUL 86
FM EFC BAGOTVILLE
TO RCCPJS/ND Of OTTAWA
INFO RCCPJS/ND Of OTTAWA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR
FERBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTRO PHYSICS/

IT

UNCLAS POPSO 97

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REF: PCOC DOC 1 3-4 DATED 14 JAN 85

A. 2801452 JUL 85

B. CLEAP

C. 

D. JONQUIEPE

E. NIL

F. SHAPE: ROUND, COLOUR: RED, ALTITUDE: U/K, MOVEMENT: UP DOWN
SLOW, LUMINOSITY: BRIGHT, NUMBER OR OBJECTS: ONE

G. 15 TO 20 MINUTES

H. FIRST REPORT BY THIS PERSON

IT

#3052

JAP582 DELIVERED 2091937 419001
UNCLAS EDO 10
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAO 71-1
A. 4 AUG 86, 0211 GMT
B. CLOUDY SKIES
C. 
D. WAVERLY, ONTARIO
E. NIL
F. TWO DISTINCTIVE SQUARES WITH BORDERING BLUISH LIGHTS AND A RED LIGHT ON THE LEFT CORNER OF BOTH OBJECTS. BOTH HELD SAME POSITION FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE HOUR.
G. ONE HOUR
H. REPORTED TO CFB BORDEN BY 

ET
#2201
JAP203 DELIVERED 2161523 721309
PAAUZYUW RCCBMUAS001 2160440-UUUU--RCCPJSA.
ZNR UUUU
PR 050310Z AUG 86
FM CFB BORDEN
TO RCCPJSA/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA//HERZBERG INSTITUTE ASTROPHYSICS//
BT
UNCLAS 3DO 11
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAO 71-1
A. 05 AUG 0200 GMT
B. CLEAR SKY
C. 
D. TO THE SOUTH OF TOTTENHAM, ONTARIO
E. 
F. APPEARED AT A 45 DEGREE ANGLE AT A FAIR DISTANCE, BRIGHT YELLOW IN COLOUR, A SECOND OBJECT APPEARED 45 MIN LATER, THEY BOTH SEEMED TO BE MOVING NORTHWARD
G. ONE HOUR PLUS
H. NIL
BT
#0001
JAP063 DELIVERED 2170351 725800
UNCLASSIFIED
OPS 191
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 112300Z TO 120100Z AUG 86
B. CLEAR LATE AFTERNOON
C. 
D. AT EDMONTON LOOKING SOUTHWEST
E. OTHERS PRESENT KNOWN TO VIEWER ABOVE
F. TINY METALLIC LOOKING FLAT OBJECT RESEMBLING A VERY BRIGHT STAR IN DAYLITE. WAS IN 10 OCLOCK POSITION FROM SUN AND MAINTAINED A FAIRLY CONSTANT POSITION FOR AN HOUR THEN MOVED AWAY FROM THE SUN MOVING EAST
G. STILL VISABLE AT END OF 2 HOURS
H. *ET OBSERVER SOME DISTANCE FROM OBSERVERS ABOVE COULD SEE A METALLIC LOOKING SLIVER OF CIRRUS CLOUD IN ROUGHLY SAME POSITION AT 120005Z
BT
#0004
JAP160 DELIVERED 2240455 102910